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Abstract Pattern analysis is a wide domain that has wide applicability in
many fields. In fact, texture analysis is one of those fields, since a texture is
defined as a set of repetitive or quasi-repetitive patterns. Despite its impor-
tance in analyzing 3D meshes, geometric texture analysis is less studied by
geometry processing community. This paper presents a new efficient approach
for geometric texture analysis on 3D triangular meshes. The proposed method
is a scale-aware approach that takes as input a 3D mesh and a user-scale.
It provides as a result a similarity-based clustering of texels in meaningful
classes. Experimental results of the proposed algorithm are presented for both
real-world and synthetic meshes within various textures. Furthermore, the effi-
ciency of the proposed approach was experimentally demonstrated under mesh
simplification and noise addition on mesh surface. In this paper, we present a
practical application for semantic annotation of 3D geometric salient texels.
Keywords Scale-aware approach · 3D mesh · 3D patterns · Geometry texture
analysis · Semantic annotation · Unsupervised classification
1 Introduction
3D triangular meshes are widely used in computer graphics to present visual
data to users. Such representations of 3D visual content can be found in several
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applications such as entertainment, cultural heritage, medical applications, or
Computer Aided Design. In many cases, 3D mesh surfaces contain several
geometric repetitive patterns in different scales. Such spatial details represent
different regions with distinct characteristics on the mesh. Repetitive patterns
on 3D meshes, called geometric texture, reflect the nature of surface shape
aspect which is an important element to segment, recognize or annotate 3D
mesh surface regions. It is therefore relevant to provide new algorithms that
correctly segment and identify different textures with respect to a given scale.
We note that several existing mesh processing tools attempt to quantify the
local characteristics of mesh surfaces (e.g. quantify the smoothness or rough-
ness of regions) or the global appearance of regions (e.g. planarity or sphericity
of the surface). It could be possible to use such tools to separate and segment
regions according to ad-hoc methods. Nevertheless, such algorithms are not
designed to detect and extract repetitive structural patterns like geometric 3D
texels. We emphasize the importance of the scale [1] which is strongly linked
to the 3D mesh density: within different scales, a geometric detail or noise will
not be perceived the same way [2].
In this context, we present a new interactive method to segment and iden-
tify geometric textures on 3D mesh surfaces according to a user-defined scale.
The proposed approach is efficient for both real-world and synthetic 3D tex-
tured meshes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
present related work and our motivations of this work. In section 3 we present
the details of our algorithm to extract and classify 3D texels. In section 4
we present and evaluate our approach results and we introduce a practical
application for semantic annotation of geometric textures.
2 Context and motivations
The main motivation of this work is to segment and extract regions having sim-
ilar geometric details. In geometry texture analysis, these regions are usually
called texels. There exists a wide range of possibilities to extract such geometric
details from mesh surfaces, from the frenquency-based approaches separating
high-frequencies from the base shape to approaches which segments similar re-
gions on 3D meshes. An overview of the existing approaches is presented in the
following section, and their limitations are discussed as an introduction to our
motivations. We finally present as a realization of those different motivations
a definition of geometric textures.
2.1 Related work
The prerequisite to analysing geometric textures consists on separating geo-
metric details from the base mesh that represents the basic geometric shape
[23]. To achieve this separation, frequency-based approaches are converting the
geometry of a mesh into frequency space using low-pass filters [21], eigenfunc-
tions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator [12] or log-Laplacian spectrum [20].
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Another family of approaches defines geometric textures using height maps
[23,10,13]. In these methods, the geometry texture superimposed on the ob-
ject’s base shape is defined as a vector of displacements [23] or in terms of
rotation and displacement lengths from the normal vector [13]. These geo-
metric approaches are using a smoothing process and a vertex-to-vertex cor-
respondence between the original textured surface and the smoothed version
to produce the displacement or height map. One major limitation of methods
presented above, with respect to our application, is the fact that they are not
able to practically localize nor characterize the texture elements (texels).
We have also to consider a third family of approaches, strongly related to
geometry textures. They encode regions of 3D mesh surfaces into a sparse set
of local surface descriptors [9,24,10,18,17]. In these works, coarse segmenta-
tions close to superpixels are presented, such as in [10], or more finely salient
geometric features are extracted [9,24,17]. These features are defined by a
set of descriptors, locally describing a non trivial region of the surface. These
features can be identified by considering regions with a high curvature rela-
tively to their surrounding and with a high variance of curvature values [9,24].
These purely geometric approaches can be enriched by the use of an optimized
type-aware user-selection tool [18].
2.2 Motivations
We have presented, in the previous section, an overview of existing approaches
addressing geometric textures analysis. According to our knowledge in this do-
main, existing approaches are not able to finely and precisely demarcate the
boundaries of the geometric details, they only give a coarse representation of
mesh features preventing a precise characterization of the fine texture details.
Moreover, we have noticed that none of these methods are considering the
question of the scale, neither the question of the region orientation (i.e. dis-
tinguish between regions on the top and regions on the bottom of the base
shape).
All those limitations are the basic motivation leading to conducting such
a work and answering those different points leading to a more precise analysis
of geometric textures that can target different domains, such as visualiza-
tion [10], rendering [10], smoothing [10], detail-replicating and shape stretch-
ing [16], texture mapping and synthesis [8]. One of the open applications to
geometric texture analysis is the semantic annotation in order to reduce the
semantic gap between the algorithm of image processing and the application.
This application stands for the second motivation of this work.
The present article introduces an original approach of salient textures anal-
ysis on 3D triangular meshes, with a strong focus on the following charac-
teristics: a scale-aware and orientation-aware segmentation of fine geometric
details, a clustering by geometric similarity of the geometric details to form
the geometric textures, a texture characterization valuable for the annotation,
and open-source diffusion of our implementation to the scientific community.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of 3D texels for two different scales.
Fig. 2: Flow diagram of the approach.
2.3 Definitions
In the following, we consider 3D objects described by oriented closed meshes
M = (V,E, F ) defined by a set of vertices V (defined by their 3D coordinates),
a set of edges E = {(i, j) ∈ V 2} and a set of triangular facets F = {{ei}i ⊂ E}.
To satisfy the motivations described in the previous section, we consider a
3D texel on a mesh M as geometrically 3D salient region at a given scale.
Figure 1 illustrates the scale dependency of 3d texels. Thus a geometric
texture on M is a set of 3D texels having similar geometric characteristics.
3 3D geometric textures analysis
The approach we present in this work aims to identify texels as regions sig-
nificantly distinct from the global shape by computing first a scale-dependent
depth map then a texels segmentation. Each of these elements of geometry
are then gathered together into geometric textures using geometric features to
characterize their appearance. Fig. 2 illustrate the 4-step approach detailed in
the following sections.
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(a) A 2D shape describing an object with one “positive detail” (left) and
one “negative detail” (right); the blue part corresponding to the inside of
the object.
(b) Symmetric filtering. The red curve illustrates a classical high frequency
filtering result. The bold black lines are materializing the significantly
different regions, with respect to this filtering.
(c) Oriented smoothing, preserving only positive details.
(d) Oriented smoothing, preserving only negative details.
Fig. 3: Illustration of symmetric and non-symmetric smoothing on 2D profiles
with small geometric details.
3.1 Scale-dependent depth map computation
Almost all the approaches we described in section 2 are identifying geometric
textures as high frequency components of the shape. An illustration of spectral
filtering result is presented in Figure 3b. The delimitation of the significant
extracted regions is imprecisely located. In fact, considering that the shape
is composed of a background (the default shape) and a foreground (the fine
salient details), a symmetric smoothing will select not only the foreground
details, but also the neighborhood (Figure 3b).
On the contrary, working with a non symmetric operation as suggested in
Figure 3c and 3d, we can extract with a good accuracy the salient details only
in a given direction: positive details are regions on the top of the low frequency
shape, while negative details are regions on the bottom of it. This observation
is one of the key element of our work.
In the following, we describe a non-symmetric and scale-dependent depth
map computation. This process associates to each vertex of the original mesh
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a scalar value that declares if this vertex is part of a positive detail of the
shape at the given scale.
3.1.1 Scale-dependent Laplacian smoothing
The depth map computation is based on the computation of a smoothed ori-
ented version M+s of an original mesh Mo. M+s can be considered as the
global shape of the object, and the deviation between M+s and Mo as the
positive details.
In order to provide a scale dependent approach, we perform a Laplacian
smoothing on the original mesh, computing for each vertex vo of Mo the
corresponding vertex vs as the barycenter of its neighborhood at a given scale
r:
vs =
1
|Nr(vo)|
∑
vi∈Nr(vo)
vi. (1)
In this equation, Nr(vo) is the neighborhood of vo defined as the set of all the
vertices in the geodesic disc around vo ∈Mo contained in the sphere of radius
r centered in vo.
The result of this operation corresponds to a symmetric smoothing (Fig-
ure 3b). In order to preserve only positive details, we consider the normal
n(vo) to compute the smoothed oriented mesh M+s = ({v+s }, E, F ) from the
original mesh Mo = ({vo}, E, F ):
v+s =
{
vs if (vo − vs) · n(vo) > 0
vo otherwise.
(2)
In this article, we only focus our study in M+s , but a similar definition M−s
can be written for negative details. The orientation depends here only on the
direction of the normal.
3.1.2 Oriented depth map computation
Once a smoothed oriented version of the mesh has been computed, we generate
the depth map as the geometric deviation between the original meshMo and
a smoothed version M+s . For this purpose, we compute for each vertex vo
of Mo the Euclidean distance ‖vo − v˜o‖ between vo and v˜o, where v˜o is the
nearest neighbor of vo in the smoothed mesh M
+
s . v˜o is determined using the
efficient Aligned Axis Bounding Box tree structure [15]. In the following we
write D+r (v) the oriented depth at scale r of vertex v ∈Mo.
By extension, we can compute a depthD+r (f) for each facet f by computing
the mean of its vertices’ depth:
D+r (f) =
1
{vi}f
∑
{vi}f
D+r (vi). (3)
Figure 4 shows two depth map computed on 3D meshes.
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Fig. 4: Oriented depths computed on two meshes. Warmer colors represent
larger values.
3.2 3D texels extraction
In section 2.3 we introduced 3D texels as geometrically 3D salient region at
a given scale. The oriented depth D+r (·) is an effective way to quantify for
each vertex of the mesh its degree of saliency. Thus a direct way to extract 3D
texels consists on producing a segmentation of the mesh based on this oriented
depth.
We identified that a global thresholding of the oriented depth map is not
relevant to achieve this segmentation, in particular because the complex geom-
etry of the shapes can produce low frequency variations on the depth map (see
Figure 4). To overcome this fact, we introduce in this section an adaptative
thresholding dependent to the local depth distribution.
3.2.1 Geometric details location
The first step of the texel extraction is to find the location of the geometric
details. Using the depth map as a scalar function on the mesh, we identify
local maxima as seeds of the 3D texels.
Local maxima of the scalar function are first computed considering that a
vertex v is a maxima if D+r (v) > D
+
r (v
′) for all v′ contained in a geodesic disc
around v and in the sphere of radius r centered in v.
The set of all possible seeds is finally filtered to preserve only elements
being part of the salient regions of the global shape. In pratical, we use Otsu’s
method [3] on the complete depth map to define a global threshold separating
the salient regions from the others, and only select as final seeds the salient
ones.
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3.2.2 Geometric details segmentation
The local region R(vs) associated to a seed vs is a salient region at the given
scale r. A near-neighborhood of radius 2r should then contain both salient
and non salient pieces of surface. We thus examine near-neighboring facets
of vs inside a geodesic disc in the sphere of radius 2r centered in vs. We
separate these neighboring facets into two classes so that their combined depth
spread is minimal and their inter-class depth variance is maximal. We use here
Otsu’s method [3] to estimate the optimum threshold t(vs) for each vertex vs.
The local region R(vs) associated to vs is then generated by computing the
connected component of vs on Mo such that D+r (v) ≥ t(vs) for each facet
v ∈ R(vs).
Once this process has been done for each seed, some pair of regions can be
adjacent or even share a common triangle. In that case, we choose to merge
or not these regions using an evaluation of their similarity in term of depth.
This evaluation is done by estimating the overlapping between the two depth
distributions. More precisely, we compute for each region R(vsi) the mean µi
and standard deviation σi of its depth, and compare the overlapping width of
the two intervals ]µ0 − σ0;µ0 + σ0[ and ]µ1 − σ1;µ1 + σ1[ with the width of
the intervals.
At the end of this merging step, we obtain a series of regionsR = {R0, ..., Rm}
called 3D texels, corresponding to the geometric details of the input mesh.
3.3 Features extraction
Once the texels have been extracted, the next step consists on associating
features that are describing the shape to each of these small regions. These
features will be used as the input of an unsupervised classifier to group regions
with similar aspect.
We can classify these features in three categories: features that describe
the shape of the contour of the regions, features that describe the global ap-
pearance of the shape, and features that describe the local region aspect.
3.3.1 Contour features
The first set of features we introduce corresponds to descriptors associated to
the contour C = (v0, ..., vn) of a region. Notice that to compute these features
we first applied a smoothing on the contour C of each region to avoid noisy
contours due to the structure of the triangular mesh. The considered contour
C ′ is obtained by adjusting the location of each contour vertex as following:
v′i =
1
4
(vi−1 + 2vi + vi+1), (4)
where vi−1 and vi+1 are vi’s neighbors along the contour.
The first basic feature is the length of the perimeter. We also introduce
two different features inspired from classical shape descriptors.
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Fig. 5: Contour features inspired from classical shape descriptors. Original con-
tour in red. Left: distance to a bounding sphere (yellow). Right: local diameter
of the shape at point M using a bisecting plane (yellow).
Contour sphericity. In order to estimate how rough the contour is, we intro-
duce a first feature to estimate how far the contour is from the bounding
sphere C centered in the barycenter of all vertices in the region. Our feature
consists on computing for each vertex of the contour its distance to this sphere
(Figure 5 left), and by considering the standard deviation of this distance.
Local diameter. The last features we introduced are inspired by the Shape
Diameter Function [11] in a very basic way. For each edge of the contour, we
estimate a local diameter of the region by computing the intersection between
the tangent plane and the set of all the other contour edges (Figure 5 right).
We compute for each contour the mean and standard deviation of this local
diameter. Notice that we normalized these values using the maximum local
diameter over all the contour edges of all the contours.
3.3.2 Appearance features
Beyond the contour descriptors, the global appearance of the regions as 3D
surfaces has also to be described by features. We introduce here some classical
features related to 3D shape description, as a property of these regions. The
first appearance features we introduce are the area and the bounding sphere
radius, to handle the size of the region. These features has been normalized
between 0 and 1 using maximum and minimum values over all the regions. An-
other appearance feature we introduce is the squared perimeter to area ratio.
In case of flat shape, it corresponds to a classical shape descriptor circularity
ratio. In case of a curved surface, it also contains a characterization of this
local curvature [6].
Finally, we introduce features computed from the Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) of the 3D coordinates, to encode the global aspect of the shape
within the three principal directions of the region, with the three eigenvalues
of the PCA normalized by the overall sum.
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3.3.3 Local aspect features
The aspect of a 3D shape is usually measured using local geometric features,
using technics such as distributions as a signature of the object [5]. The de-
scription of these distributions has to be adapted to our application. In this
context, the texel regions can contain a small number of vertices, and we
have to be able to compare efficiently the distributions to cluster texels with
respect to their aspect features. Moreover, the main application we present
(see section 4.3) consists on a semantic description based on these features.
To achieve these goals and satisfy the constraints, we choose to describe the
distribution of local features using only the mean and standard deviation of
these distributions.
The first local aspect descriptor we introduced is based on the depth of
the vertices. This depth is encoding the local gap between a region and the
global smooth shape. Once we normalized this depth between 0 and 1, the
mean of a region describe if it is high or low, since the standard deviation
encodes the internal variation of depth. Local curvature operators has been
identified [7] as good criteria to describe a shape. We thus integrate in the
local aspect descriptors the mean and standard deviations from the Gaussian
curvature, shape index and curvature index [4]. The intuitive understanding
of these features is presented in section 4.3.
3.4 Self-tuning spectral clustering
Starting from a 3D mesh, we first extracted 3D texels R = {R0, ..., Rm} and
we associated to each texel Ri ∈ R a series of values {fi,k}k corresponding
to geometric features (section 3.3). The last step of the pipeline consists on
clustering similar texels into geometric textures (see definition on section 2.3).
The clustering problem is related to finding a partition {Ti ⊂ R}i of R such
that regions in a class or geometric texture Ti are significantly similar while
being significantly non similar with the regions of the other geometric textures.
We decided to use in this work spectral clustering, which has many fun-
damental advantages compared to “traditional algorithms” such as k-means:
it is simple to implement and it can be solved efficiently by standard linear
algebra methods. In practice, spectral clustering solves a spectral graph par-
titioning problem. First a similarity matrix (Ai,j)i,j is computed. Each Ai,j
derivates from the Euclidean distance between features {fi,k}k and {fj,k}k
and encodes the similarity between the two regions Ri and Rj . This similarity
matrix is then used to perform dimensionality reduction before clustering in
fewer dimensions.
Classical spectral clustering methods require as user-defined input the tar-
geted class number, and have some constraints related to the uniformity of
graph density. L. Zelnik-Manor and P. Perona proposed in 2004 a self-tuning
spectral clustering [22] that solves these different issues. In this approach,
the affinity between each pair of points is defined using a local scale and the
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structure of the eigenvectors is exploited to infer automatically the number of
clusters, as a result of a better clustering especially when the data includes
multiple scales and when the clusters are placed within a cluttered background.
In our application, the number of geometric textures to study is not lim-
ited, with no guarantee on the distribution uniformity of regions in the feature
space. Moreover, we are looking for an unsupervised approach where the user is
not required to give final geometric textures number. Applying the self-tuning
spectral clustering introduced by L. Zelnik-Manor and P. Perona satisfies all
these requirements, and provides us a straightforward method to produce ge-
ometric textures from the original set of 3D texels.
4 Results and applications
We have implemented mesh processing algorithms of the presented pipeline
using a C++ framework based on CGAL1, and we used an existing imple-
mentation2 of the self-tuning spectral clustering. All the implementation is
published under open source license3.
We applied our segmentation and classification pipeline to several meshes
to illustrate the relevance of this approach. In this section, we present first a
series of experiments to illustrate the robustness and accuracy of the method,
both on the segmentation and classification part. In a second subsection, we
present segmentation and classification results on meshes obtained from the
AIM@Shape project. In the last part of this section, we introduce a first ap-
plication of the current pipeline, as a process to produce semantic annotation
from 3D mesh.
4.1 Evaluation
The evaluation of the method has been done using synthetic meshes generated
from an initial icosphere (327,680 triangles) and a displacement map with
geometrical details described by white pixels (255) on a black background
(0), with all possible intermediate elevation. Figure 6 shows an example of
displacement map applied on the initial sphere. Figure 7 shows the result of
the segmentation and classification on other synthetic meshes. We applied here
a maximum displacement corresponding to 2% of the sphere radius.
The UV mapping that we applied to perform the displacement of the mesh
has been used to transfer the grayscale value of the displacement map to the
vertices of the mesh. This direct mapping gives us a way to produce a ground
truth segmentation on these synthetic meshes: we associate to each facet t
1 CGAL library: http://www.cgal.org/
2 Self-tuning spectral clustering implementation:
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/lihi/Demos/SelfTuningClustering.html
3 Source code of our work and instructions to use it are available on https://github.
com/AliceOTHMANI/3D-Geometric-Texture-Segmentation
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Fig. 6: A sphere composed of 327,680 faces, a greyscale image, and the result
considering the image as a displacement map on the initial sphere.
the mean g(t) of the grayscale values of its vertices, then we use a threshold
t = 128 to label each facet as “ground truth foreground” (g(t) > t) or “ground
truth background” (g(t) ≤ t).
4.1.1 Hausdorff distance for segmentation evaluation
In the two next sections we present the robustness of the method by introduc-
ing noise and by reducing the resolution of the mesh. To evaluate the quality of
the background/forgeround segmentation, we introduce here a surfacic Haus-
dorff distance, as a declination of the classical definition to surfacic regions.
Definition 1 Let M = (V,E, F ) be a mesh, and S0, S1 ⊂ F two back-
ground/forgeround segmentations of M. The Hausdorff distance between S0
and S1 is defined as:
dH(S0, S1) =
1
BM
max
{
max
f0∈S0
min
f1∈S1
d(f0, f1), max
f1∈S1
min
f0∈S0
d(f1, f0)
}
, (5)
where d(f0, f1) is the Euclidean distance between f0 and f1 barycenters and
BM the maximum bounding box size.
The normalization by the maximum bounding box gives an Hausdorff distance
proportional to the size of the object, to facilitate its interpretation.
4.1.2 Influence of the noise
The mesh we presented on Figure 7a contains 327,680 triangles, and we drawn
on it 18 rectangles, 16 squares, 17 big discs and 37 small discs, with a typical
diameter corresponding to 5% of the maximum bounding box. We applied
on this mesh a uniform noise with several maximum intensities, expressed
in percentage of the sphere radius: I = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. This random
perturbation has been done n = 5 times to produce the following results,
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(a) Synthetic mesh 1: original mesh and segmentation result. Blue: big discs;
green: small discs; red: squares; orange: rectangles.
(b) Synthetic mesh 2: original mesh and segmentation result. Red: “Y”
shape; green: rectangles.
(c) Synthetic mesh 3: original mesh and segmentation result. Red: pen-
tagons; green: stars.
Fig. 7: Results of the classification on synthetic meshes. One color per class
on each mesh.
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Fig. 8: Segmentation error in dependence of the noise level. Vertical red seg-
ments corresponds to the amplitude over the 5 runs at each intensity.
and to illustrate the reproductability of our approach. We first selected a scale
radius corresponding to 4% of the maximum bounding box size, and performed
the global processing on all the meshes. From I = 0.05 to I = 0.2, the number
of segmented texels and the result of the classification remains similar to the
ground truth for all the runs.
However, when I = 0.3 the segmentation generates some supplementary
regions En corresponding to highly noised background regions. By increasing
the user scale to 6% we were able to reduce to zero these supplementary re-
gions. Figure 8 illustrates the stability of the segmentation using the Hausdorff
distance introduced in section 4.1.1. The red intervals corresponds to the vari-
ation we measured for the 5 runs, while the blue dots corresponds to the mean
over these 5 runs. The Hausdorff distance has been applied to compare the
ground truth segmentation (see beginning of section 4.1) with the generated
segmentation. In case of I = 0.3 where the noise can produce supplemen-
tary regions (depending on the chosen scale), we only considered the regions
corresponding to the original ones.
4.1.3 Influence of the mesh density
Starting from the original mesh (Figure 7a) with 327,680 triangles, we sim-
plified it at 5 different resolutions: 100,000 triangles, 50,000 triangles, 25,000
triangles, 10,000 and 5,000 triangles. The greyscale value of each vertex in
simplified meshes has been obtained by considering the value associated to
the closest vertex in the original mesh. Figure 9 presents the segmentation
error in dependence of the resolution. To compare this error with the size of
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Fig. 9: Segmentation error in dependence of the resolution.
the triangles in each mesh, we plot a green line corresponding to the mean
distance δt between adjacent triangles when the mesh contains t triangles.
Except for the last mesh with 5,000 triangles, where geometric details are
strongly distorted, the difference between the two lines is almost constant, and
very small. The error estimated by the Hausdorff distance is thus related to the
resolution, almost corresponding to δt + δ327680. One possible interpretation
of this error is the fact that our regions are defined by triangles, rather than
the ground truth segmentation and the simplification has been done on the
vertices.
4.2 Results of the segmentation and classification
In the previous section, we evaluated the presented approach on synthetic
meshes. The results are satisfactory, but remains to be verified on meshes
with more complex textures. We present here the results of the extraction
and the classification of 3D texels on three popular textured meshes from the
Shape Repository developed in the AIM@SHAPE project. Each segmentation
illustration is presented jointly with the scale on the 3D mesh, the user scale
is the radius of a blue disc.
4.2.1 Classification results on textured meshes
We selected for the first mesh (Bimba, Figure 10a) a fixed scale radius cor-
responding to the size of the braid node. The results of the segmentation are
very interesting and meaningful: the braid nodes are gathered together, the
bun nodes are gathered together and the rest of all waved lines of the hair
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(a) Bimba (b) Dinosaur
(c) Lion
Fig. 10: Results of the classification on textured meshes. One color per class.
together. The second mesh corresponds to the dinosaur (Figure 10b): the ver-
tebrae and the ribs are extracted correctly but the vertebrae are divided into
two groups mainly because some of them are flatter than the other. The third
mesh corresponds to the vase of lion head (Figure 10c). The results are com-
pelling and our approach succeed to separate the mane (red, green, sky blue),
the rest of the fur (dark blue) and the balls of the base of the vase (green).
In fact, the strips of the ornament above the vase are classified as the fur, the
explication that we can give to that is that both of them correspond to stripes
with different degree of undulation and length.
It should also be noted that there is an over-segmentation and some regions
that are segmented did not correspond to geometric textures but they are
segmented because they correspond to 3D salient regions.
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4.2.2 Segmentation results on scale variation
Figure 11 and 12 illustrate the impact of the scale on the segmentation result,
and the ability of our approach to select the desired level of detail. Figure 11
presents Bimba mesh with three different scales given by the user. The result-
ing segmentation is directly related to this scale: the thickness of the extracted
details is very precise with the small radius, while the big radius produces large
regions corresponding to big details of the shape, such as the braid or strands.
Figure 12a presents a synthetic object with two superimposed levels of
details: big spheres and small strokes. Each of the selected scales gives a seg-
mentation that focus on a level of details. Notice that the small details are
not selected with the large radius even if they remain outside of the big de-
tails. Depending of the sharpness of the small details, they can possibly be
still visible at a big scale, as visible in Figure 12b.
4.3 Application: semantic annotation of the 3D texels
The new amount of visual data available in fields like satellite and bio-clinical
imaging definitely calls for new paradigms whereupon knowledge engineering
and computer vision issues must cooperate for the end-user benefits. Semantic
technologies should play a key role for those new issues within the visual com-
puting paradigms, they can offer promising approaches to image retrieval as
they can map the image features to concepts. Consequently, they can answer
the final user requirement and guarantee a better understanding and a better
cooperation between the computer vision researchers and the end-users like
the pathologists in the case of medical applications, the archaelogists for cul-
tural heritage applications, the foresters for remote sensing applications, etc.,
In this paper, we introduce a general application of semantic annotation of
the 3D texels that will be used in our future work in retrieving and annotat-
ing 3D models in the field of Cultural Heritage. We should mention that our
work can target many others applications of 3D object retrieval and texture
analysis, the reason why we put the implementation under open source license
to benefit as many computer graphics and image processing applications as
possible.
In brief, semantic annotation of a 3D object consists on associating to the
object or a subpart of it a semantic concept. It is one of the main stage for
several applications, such as serious games or mesh retrieval [14]. Such annota-
tion usually deals with large aspects of the shape: large regions related to the
geometry (sphere, plane, protrusion) or the topology (extremity, genus, global
structure) [27]. In this section, we present one application of the geometric
texture analysis as an original way to enrich the existing shape annotations.
We described in section 3.3 a series of features to characterize the geometry
of the 3D texels. Each class of geometric texture T in the final classification
is thus described by the set of all these features
{{fi,k}k |Ri ∈ T }. The main
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Fig. 11: Segmentation result with three different radius on the Bimba mesh.
The color of the regions is computed from the ID of the regions using a rainbow
palette.
idea of this annotation part consists on identifying for each class the more
significant features. A significant feature has to be understood in this section
as a feature with maximal standard deviation (σ(·)) over all the set of R all
regions of the object, but with a minimal standard deviation over the regions
of the current class. We modelized this property by the following measure, for
a given class T and a given feature i:
Si,T =
σ({fi,k|Rk ∈ T })
σ({fi,k|Rk ∈ R}) . (6)
Additionally to this significance evaluation, for each feature the mean
value(µ(·)) is computed on each region Vi,T = µ({fi,k|Rk ∈ T }) as an overall
estimation of feature values for this region. The semantic annotation of each
texture T consists then in selecting the n = 5 more significant features for
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(a) A shape with smooth details. (b) A shape with sharp de-
tails.
Fig. 12: Segmentation result with two different radius on two synthetic meshes.
which the feature value is semantically comprehensible.
To achieve this goal, we selected and designed the features introduced in sec-
tion 3.3 such that they are directly meaningful: the normalized area gives an
intuition of the size, the local diameter has to be associated to the thickness of
the shape, while the gaussian curvature mean gives an idea of the convexity of
the regions. Using our expertise in geometry processing and a large number of
evaluations on various meshes, we adjusted for each feature a series of intervals
with semantic. A subpart of our semantic dictionary is shown in Table 1, and
the complete version is provided with our source code. We did not described
all the intervals with annotations (e.g. squared perimeter to area ratio between
8 and 16) when the meaning appeared not explicit from our point of view.
The semantic annotation of the four major classes resulting from the mesh
segmentation of the lion vase are presented in Figure 13. As we can see, blue
regions correspond to the flat strips, they were detected and annotated. The
balls of the base of the vase are annotated as small regions, with non-compact
shape, small area and small perimeter. The strips of the fur are well annotated
as thin shape with very small area, uniform concavity and very convex region.
Figure 14 gives the result of the annotation on a synthetic shape, with hand
made geometric details. The four classes are correctly annotated and detected:
the rectangles (orange regions) are labeled as “one dominant axis”, while the
circles (both small and big) are labeled as “circular shape” and the squares as
“close to circular shape”.
First annotation results are promizing. They should be combined with
already existing approaches to produce high level semantic descriptions, using
for example a modelization of these annotations with an ontology enriched with
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Feature left right semantic
Contour
sphericity
0 0.05 circular shape
0.05 0.15 close to circular shape
0.15 1 non circular shape
Gaussian cur-
vature mean
−∞ −200 very concave region
−200 −50 concave region
−50 50 flat region
50 200 convex region
200 +∞ very convex region
Squared
perimeter to
area ratio
0 4 very bumped region
4 8 bumped region
16 45 non compact shape
45 +∞ very non compact shape
Table 1: Part of a semantic dictionary with correspondence between feature
values and annotations.
Color Feature Value Semantic
Gaussian curvature mean 11.3573 flat region
Gaussian curvature std deviation 172.210 uniform concavity
PCA variance (3rd e.v.) 0.00800 flat region
Shape index mean 0.48146 saddle rut
Depth standard deviation 0.04800 flat region
Local diameter mean 0.02714 very thin shape
Local diameter std deviation 0.01076 regular local diameter
Area 0.01853 very small area
Contour sphericity 0.19561 non circular shape
Bounding sphere radius 0.13183 small region
Perimeter length 0.05808 Very small perimeter
Area 0.02889 very small area
Bounding sphere radius 0.10355 small region
perimeter2 to area ratio 17.8809 non compact shape
Local diameter std deviation 0.008663 uniform local diameter
Local diameter mean 0.00818 very thin shape
Local diameter std deviation 0.00272 uniform local diameter
Area 0.00578 very small area
Gaussian curvature std deviation 213.984 uniform concavity
Gaussian curvature mean 308.566 very convex region
Fig. 13: Semantic annotation of the lion (major classes).
inference rules. A future work should be to consolidate the interval bounds of
the semantic dictionary, for example with the help of an experimental protocol
with user feedback.
5 Conclusion and future work
In this work, we present a new scale-aware geometric texture segmentation
and classification tool. The proposed approach extracts 3D texels (or shape
details) having the same geometrical aspect. We highlighted the efficiency of
the method to extract geometric details from natural and synthetic meshes,
with respect to several user-defined scales. Furthermore, we conducted exper-
imental studies to investigate the efficiency of the method after noise addition
and mesh simplification. Finally, we presented a practical application to the
semantic annotation of 3D objects using the proposed method. We also pub-
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Color Feature Value Semantic
Local diameter std deviation 0.00800 uniform local diameter
PCA variance (2nd e.v.) 0.19277 two dominant axes
Contour sphericity 0.01951 circular shape
PCA variance (3rd e.v.) 0.00501 flat region
Curvature index mean 3.21860 flat region
PCA variance (1st e.v.) 0.00571 uniform local diameter
Contour sphericity 0.02657 circular shape
PCA variance (2nd e.v.) 0.47366 two dominant axes
Bounding sphere radius 0.02790 small region
Perimeter length 0.03186 very small perimeter
PCA variance (1st e.v.) 0.95250 one dominant axis
PCA variance (3rd e.v.) 0.00393 flat region
Bounding sphere radius 0.27220 non circular shape
perimeter2 to area ratio 24.8635 non compact shape
Curvature index mean 2.67410 flat region
PCA variance (2nd e.v.) 0.48590 two dominant axes
Contour sphericity 0.07567 close to circular shape
Local diameter std deviation 0.02744 regular local diameter
PCA variance (3rd e.v.) 0.00948 flat region
Perimeter length 0.27550 small perimeter
Fig. 14: Semantic annotation of a synthetic shape
lished an open source implementation of the presented approach, developed
using CGAL library, to facilitate the evaluation and extension of our work.
A first direction of our future work is to use our approach of 3D geo-
metric salient textures analysis on retrieving and recognizing data from 3D
scanning of cultural heritage. The semantic knowledge will be formalized in
tree-structure based ontology as described in [27,28,29] for a better organiza-
tion of the corresponding information and for reasoning. A second interesting
direction for our future work is to extend the method to colored meshes and
study the joint effect of geometrical and image-based textures on 3D meshes
analysis. An original aspect of our work is the semantic annotation of meshes
using geometric textures. We plan to integrate this semantic annotation as
an elementary ingredient of more complex segmentation frameworks, using for
example ontologies to describe these elementary annotations [27]. One other
straightforward extension of this work will be to produce a complete segmen-
tation of the mesh, removing background label for the final segmentations to
produce a partitionning of the mesh in areas with similar local geometric de-
tails. Vorono¨ı diagrams on the surface of the mesh using 3D texels as sites is
trivial approach we will have to explore and improve. We also plan to work
on future applications of the proposed method for geometric details transfer
in mesh editing applications.
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